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Ne\N· Mexic.o

Fresh·men English fijnal
exams will be 7:30 to 10 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 13.

'.

DAILY

Monday, Novembe~ 15~1976

Confesses to ·Takin9 Money

Ex-Film Chairman 'Borrows' $600
'

'

"Some of it can be explained but
some· of it. cannot. The investigation is continuing,'' San~
deroff !laid. "More of it could be
had bookkeeping and some of the
minor details she has mentioned
before."
Sanderoff was referring to a
report by Ott which listed $1700 in
money that was not accounted for
in deposits but irlcluded in the
report given to'Tobias. ·
The report included money
missing because of off-the-books
expenditures like operating supplies
and phone bills. The report
originally given by Ott, however,
never included mention of the
"borrowed" $600.
Sanderoff said, ''The thing that
disturbs me about it is that I had
been working on the investigation

By D.M. Flynn and Joe Donnelly

(

Margaret Ott, who recently
resigned as Film Committee Chairperson, admitted to ASUNM Atty.
Gen. Brian Sanderoff on Thursday
to taking $600 from cash receipts
betweeri Sept. 8 and 11.
Sanderoff said she returned $400
of the missing money to him in
$100 bills. The remaining SZOO of
the missing $600 will come from the
salary she had been scheduled. to
receive.
.
Ott also returned $297.25 of
loose change she. allegedly kept at
home in a jar until it had ac.:
cumulated into an amount large
enough to make i·nto rolls.
The· money which was returned
to Sanderoff was deposited in the
University business office on
Friday.
Sanderoff said Ott told him that
she took the $600 as "a cash advance towards henalary because of
a-personal emergency.
"She doesn't recall the date but
according to my records it was between Sept. 8 and 11 when she took
the money in one lump sum."
He said the money was taken
without going through any of the
business office procedures.
He said it was true,l however,
that Ott did not take any of her
salary for the last month. Her
refusal to pick up her salary would
account for the return of $200 more
,of the returned money.
The amount of money thus far
returned accounts for $897.25 of
the $1170 discrepancy reported in
Film Committee records from Sept.
1 to Oct. 16.
The discrepancy was discovered
by comparison of the weekly report
to ASUNM President Damon
Tobias of revenues· generated by
gate receipts from movie showings
and the amount actually deposited
in' the UNM business office.
Sanderoff said he does not know
where the remaining $272.25 will
come from.

•

.

for a 'few weeks but she waited u'ntil
Thursday to tell me about the $600
she took. It wasn't mentioned to
me until the last minute.''
. Also included in tlie report by
Ott to Sandefoff was the inclusion
of $857.90 to be transferred from
the account: of La Societe du
Cinem~, a group of students
enrolled in film courses of. the
Theatre arts. dept.
Sanderoff said that film lecturer
Ira Jaffe denies the Societe would
ever have made such a transfer.
Sanderoff said that Jaffe is not
bound to give any money:
~ When asked by the LOBO why
he thought Ott finally admitted to
taking the money, Sanderoff said
''I think she realized we were getting close to the truth, and I was."

Brian Sanderoff

Grou.p Protests Officials' Actions

The Chicano Studies Policy
Committee is planning to protest
actions that it said are attacks by
UNM's administration on UNM's
ethnic studies centers .. The administration's actions were the
elimination of two. Chicano Studies
cours.es and the dismissal of the
instructor of the two courses,
Ezequiel Lopez.
.
The Chicano Studies Policy
Committee, which 'consists of
students and faculty from Chicano
Studies and anyone else who attends committee meetings, is
planning to hold a rally on the Mall
at noon Wednesday, Nov. 17, to
protest the moves.
• also plans to send
The committee
representatives to various UNM
classes to speak to the students
about the situation.
The two classes currently taught
by Lopez, ''Sociology of the
Barrio" (Sociology 226) and ''The
Chicano Experience in the U.S."
(American Studies 241) did not

appear in UNM's spring schedule
of classes - nor did Lopez' name
as an instructor of any other
classes.
Lopez has taught "Sociology of
the Barrio'' at UNM for. five
semesters and "The Chicano
Experience in the U.S." for four
semesters.
Lopez told the Policy Committee
at a meeting last Tuesday that he
will not be rehired because UNM's
administration "wants to get rid of
anyone who's been critical of their
policies."
Among Lopez' criticisms has
been an argument for more independence for UNM' s ethnic
centers.
"But basically," Lopez said,
"the attack is on the centers,
because I have consistently
defended' and taught in the centers.
On that basis, an attack on myself
and on my classes is an attack on
the centers."
Pedro David, chairman of the
sociolo_gy department, said the

elimination of Sociology 226 was
"in no way amove against Chicano
Studies,'" and that the fact that
Lopez taught the course was not the
reason it was dropped.
· David said the sociology
department was restructuring its
curricula and that Sociology 226
covers only one sociological

segment "in a very unspecified
way."
David said that the decision to
eliminate the course was made by
the entire sociology department,
and that Lopez would not be
rehired since his cour~e was
dropped.
(Continued on Page 6)

FJu Shot Clinic Opens
UNM students wishing to receive their swine flu vaccinations will
have to join the crowds at the fairgrounds wh'ere the immunizations
are being given.
Students will not be able to receive vaccinations at the University
Health Center because of the continued short supply of the vaccine in
New Mexico .
Dr. Joseph Beres, director of UNM Health Center, said, "We
strongly encourage all students, faculty and staff to take advantage of
the flu immunization clinics being held at the State Fairgrounds in the
Opera Building."
The hours of the clinic are 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily through Saturday,
Nov. 21. A Sunday clinic will be held Nov. 22 from 12:30 p.m. to 6
p.m.
"At this time," Beres said, "no other clinics jn Albuquerque are
being planned."
·

Lobo Fans Leave But Spirit Lingers On
By Christopher Miller

The game was over. And as
several thousand disappointed
Lobo fans slowly made their way
out of the stadium, many left their
good spirits behind. These spirits
vanished as rapidly as the fans
departed, and left no trace in the
deserted stadium.
, The remains of other types of
spirits still lingered, however. In
row after row empty rum, gin,
vodka and whiskey bottles were left
scattered among piles of empty beer
cans.
. Unusual? Not at all. Drinking at
Lobo football games has become
about as common as peanuts,
popcorn and hot dogs.
Is the amount of drinking this
year any different from that of
previous years? Again, not at all
according to several long-time
Lobo football fans and Lt. Alex
Roybal of the campus police.
''Taking a snort while watching
the game has become as traditional
as hearing 'Hail New Mexico'
played during halftime," said one
student. "Hell, you gotta keep
warm on these cool auturnn
nights."

The possession of alcoholic
beverages during the games at
University Stadium is illegal.
However, the law doesn't seem to
stop most Lobo fans, if any for that
matter, from bringing liquor to the
game.
When tqe Lobo asked Roybal if
he was aware of the drinking going
on at the games he responded,
"Sure, a lot of people bring alcohol
to the games, but they don't display
it. They know how to conceal it
."' when they bring it into the stadium,
and then they're discreet about
drinking it during the game.''
According to Roybal, drinking at
the games hasn't really caused any
problems. Only one person has
been arrested so far this football
season fn connection with alcohol,
on a disorderly conduct charge.
''When we do see somebody who
starts ·getting a little ro_wdy we wait
until he or she gets up and heads
back toward the concession stand
or the bathroom," Roybal said. We
stop them then and tell them to
either straighten up or leave the ball
game."
Photo by Phyllis Kushner
Roybal said if they try to conUniversity Stadium

( Continued on Page 6)
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Clerks Accept New Contract
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Ending a three-week-old strike contract already ratified last
against Safeway supermarkets, Thursday by clerks striking
members of the Albuquerque retail Safeway stores in Los Alamos,
grocery clerks union voted Santa Fe, Taos, and Las Vegas.
yesterday morning to accept a new
Local union clerks are expected
three-year contract with Safeway to return to work today, except at
and four other food store chains.
Foodway stores; a fifth store inBy a vote of 559 to 189 the clerks valved in the joint contract
ratified the contract agreed upon in negotiations. Representatives of the
negotiations last Friday and will Foodway chain claimed that the
immediately receive a $1. an hour joint bargaining agreement among
wage increase. in the new contract, Safeay, Food way, Piggly Wiggly,
the journeyman clerks will also Furrs and Albertsons was broken
receive
three
cost-of-living and the store is not required to
allowance increases over two years. honor the ratified contract.
The first increase is 19-and-one-half
Union clerk officials said they
cents on July 24, 1977 with a second intend to fipe a complaiqt with the
increase of 35 cents on January 22, National Labor Relations Board or
1978 and a third increase of 35 cents file suit against Foodway if the
on October 22, 1978.
store does not agree to sign the
The new contract is similar to a .;;c~o~n~t;ra;c:t.======:::;;:;::;;;;

Dairy Queen* Brazier*
has it all
Food & Dessert

J
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Some 1200 clerks participated in
the city-wide strike against Safeway
with the picket lines also honored
by the local Amalgamated Meat
Cutters and Butcher Union and the
Teamsters Union.
Additionally, clerks picketed
Piggly Wiggly, Furrs and Alber·
tsons because they were locked· out
of their jobs by the stores. The five
stores had previously agreed to lock
out all union clerk employees in the
event of a strike at any of the
stores.
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Bribe Suspects Run for Office
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TOKYO-Former Premier Kakuei Tanaka, under indictment on
charges of taking a $1.67 million bribe from Lockheed Aircraft
Corp., today filed for re-election to Parliament .
Aides to Tanaka, 58, filed election papers on behalf of the former
premier in his native province of Niigata. Voting is .£cheduled for Dec.

For those interested in a career with the state. local
or federal government, the annuaJ Career Services
Government Career Information Day will be held
Tues., Nov. 16 from IO~,m. to 3 p.m. in Rm. 250C,
D SUD. 'Representatives from the different government agencies will be available to discuss op-
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Two other former ranking politicians under indictment in the
Lockheed casealso filed for re-election.
.Former Transportation Minister Tomisaburo Hashimoto, 75, accused of accepting a $16,670 bribe from Lockheed, filed in lbaragi
Province north of Tokyo.
Former Parliamentary Vice Minister for Transportation Takayuki
Sato, 48, accused of taking $6,667 from Lockheed, filed in a district
on Japan's northern island ofHokkaido.
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Those interested In being a poll worker for the
senate elections should come to a poll workers
meeling Man;, Nov. 15 at 7 p.m. in Rm. 230, SUB,

Informational meeting on UNM summer programs
in Madrid and Guadalajara on Tues., Nov. 16at 1:30'
p.m, al the International Center, 1808 Las Lomas.
Phi Sigma Tau is sponsoring an_ essay contest on
the theme of reality. Deadline is Frl., Feb. 18, 1977.
For further information, call Tom Buchanan, 277* .
6364.
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Under New Management

3014 Central SE 256-70137
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formerly Vogue Cleaners
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WASHINGTON-A staff member on the Democratic Steering and
Policy Committee said Sunday a $500 campaign contribution from a
South Korean businessman to Rep. John Brademas, D-Iild.,
described Saturday as "previously unreported," actually had been
reported almost a month ago. ·
Burt Hoffman, director of the committee's information task force,
said Brademas told reporters Oct. 26 about the contribution from
South Korean businessman Tongsun Park. Hoffman said UP! incorrectly described the contribution Saturday as ''previously unreported."
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Unreported Donation Reported
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Double Cheese
with
coupon

59¢

Regularly 75¢

1916 Central S.E.

Expires Nov. 21, 1976

0

The Latin American film, 17re Traltors will be
shown Tues., Nov. 16 at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. In the
SUB Theatre. The film shows the conflict involving

the labor unions in Argentina during the past two
decades.
Mohamed EI-Gcnk will discuss the frCczing of fuelsteel mixtures in LMFDR bottom plugs Tues., Nov.
16 at 3:30p.m. in Rm. 107 of the Chern. Engineering
Bldg,

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

Quebec Votes on Future

f¥'1ow#t !Fhop

MONTREAL-Quebecers cast ballots today in a provincial election faced with the dilemma of either voting for a government polls
say most of them believe is incompetent or replacing it with a party
whose separatist plans they do not endorse.
·
Opinion polls showed 67 per cent were. dissatisfied with the performance of Premier Robert Bourassa's liberal government, while
only 18.4 per cent of the electorate favored the separation of Quebec
from Canada proposed by Rene Levesque's Parti Quebecois.
The alternative was Rodrigue Biron's Union Nationale Party,
making a strong comeback from political limbo but not given a chance of electing enough members to form a government.
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Assorted Cacti
Nice Size

3424 Central S.E.
266-9296

Reg. S2.50

The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

Harvard Finances Abortions
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Expires Nov. 20, 1976
Friendly Flower Shop
266-9296 3424 Central S.l!l.

CEXERA
STORE

Levis$40ff
With this coupon

Bells-- Bi~ Bells--Straight Legs
expires Nov. 21,1976

GET YOUR SCISSORS OUT!
Watch .this page each Monday
I

for MONEY SAVING COUPONS!
Different Type:$
Of Hamburg'ers.
Grl!en Chili·.

Taco&

Red Chili

Blln"iti)S
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They' II Save You Money!
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"Just thin kin'
about those
hot dogs
makes you
hungry."

5 Tacos for $1.00

Drive-In

Expires November 21, 1976

Chili-Cheese
Dogs
GOOD ONLY
At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.

$1.09

Expires November 21, 1976
!One Coupon Per Customer Please)

Buy One Giant Hamburger
Get One Free With This Ad

Try The $1.00 Lunch!

jumbo jacks

/

Denim and Corduroy

8117 Menaul NE • 111 Harvard SE

---------------------·-- :=!lr!-Z:-:":-:":-:":-:":-:":-::-=-=-=-==-==-=·:':·-==-==-==-=-:::-=-=-==-=-=-~,:..

Now 81.00

Featuring Quality Food
and Speedy Service
8516 Centrallnearw1 omiugl255-6130

Featuring Quality an<;! Food Speedy Service
8516 Central (Near Wyoming) 255-6130
Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

One Block South of Cent.J'$1

Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

On Yale.

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash

•

The Rain Tu11nel
Car Wash

No.1
4016 Menaul NE

268-8052
No.2

50eOFF

Any Wash and/or Wax With This Coupon

STEAK HOUSES

•

5101LQmasNE

Expires Nov. 21,1976

5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E

I

.Gibson at San Pedro
256-189l
No.3
INTERNATIONAL 3005 cerrillos Ri
SANTA FE 471":1!

Bacon Wrap Filet
Choice Of Potato, Texas Toast
Free Ice Cream Cone
Please Bring Coupon

Coupon Expires Nov. 21, 1976
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions
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What $70,000 Buys ...

~

""'

The President's residence at UNM was repaired and partially
~ renovated before President Davis and his family moved in one ye
ago.
-<i
There is another proposal to spend $70,000 to complete a second H>.·'"·'"'
~ renovation for the president's house. This $70,000 would"be used
~ to install new flooring in the house, build and brick a portal, and
remodel the garag_e into a den.
Apparently the Regents will act on this proposal in the near fiii;p;::•_:,~:.
future.
University money will be used to pay for the renovation and we
have several comments for the Regents.
First, $70,000 would pay for two-and-a-third elevators of the type
which is NOT in the SUB elevator shaft because of lack of money.
Second, $70,000 would pay 261 semester, in-state tuition
charges.
It is also evident that women's athletics and Johnson Gym open
recreation are also in need of money.
It seems to us that before such a large amount of money is spent
lllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiLetter.SIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
on this renovation, the relative need of projects should be investigated.
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STUDY Of 'BABY W1111 HAND GRENADE
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Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and phone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be considerl'ld for publication.
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
person.
lf a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone num·
her and address of a group member.
Both letters to the editor and opinions are subject to editing
for length and for possibly libelous content. Letters may be
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
the LOBO newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall.

Tobias

~slings

Editor:
It has been brought to my attention that once again in his own
inimitable style, Damon Tobias has
started smearing candidates that
he opposes during ASUNM elections. This present election is no exception to the rule.
This time the particular "mud
slinging" took place during the
Greek endorsement meeting which
I attended Thursday night. This and
other information has been verified
by several Greeks who attended
the meeting. In an attempt to label
me derelict in my senatorial duties,
Tobias, true to his habit of presen-

Students React to Tobias' Statement
Editor:
An open letter to Damon :robias:
It has come to our attention that
during the I. F. C. endorsements last
week, you made serious allegations
and stated that certain members of

DOONESBURY

the Students' Voice Party were too
old to run, and that if you were
their age, you'd be doing
something else. Really, Damon!
It seems as though the power of
the presidency has gone to your

by Garry Trudeau

head and that you don't think very
highly of your student government.
What a lack of judgment you
showed that evening, We only wish
that you had talked to these
women and discussed the
problems in student government,
then things would have been different. But instead, your policy is to
call up candidates, "to join a winn[l)g slate," without regard to
where they stand on the issues. It's
all a matter of priorities.
Paranoia appears to be running
rampant in the halls of student
government. There seems to be a
problem here when you toss
around asinine accusations and unprofessional statements about age
and sex. Luckily only a "few"
people fell for your insipid little bag
of tricks.

RICK's? YOU7JI!NI<.
SH/3 liND RICK ..
.. NO.. NO, CLYP0

NOT

8toNP1!3l

CAN'TB!i!

Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent §
majority opinion of the O'aily Lobo
Staff •• All other cc.lur,nns, cartoons
and leners represent the opinion
of the author and do not neGessBrily
reflect- the views of the staff.

YeAH, YOUR&
!<I&HT- 7RY
7H/3 lfJSP/TAL..
\

Editor· in-Chiel
Susan Walton
Photo l:ditol'
Wendell T. Hunt

The impeachment attempt was
made by Larry Hannah; while I was
in the hospital; because I had supposedly missed three consecutive
meetings. I heard of this move the
following day while in the hospital.
I immediately responded by writing
a letter to the LOBO stating the facts which follow:
1. The meeting of Oct. 16 I left
early for personal reasons !i.e.
disgust over the Juniper Bill).

2. The meeting of Oct. 23 I left
early to check into the hospital, after leaving proxy votes with Sens.
Liza Sewell and Kathy Fordyce.

tempt. Why not, Damon? Were
you afraid the Greeks would hear
my side of the issue and wise up to
what you were trying to do? All I
can say, Damon, is if you can't find
anything to campaign in favor of
your cause, don't stoop to campaigning AGAINST others.
Negative campaigning against
others can be indicative of the
weakness of the accuser's own
cause.

3. The meeting of Oct. 30 I

missed completely simply because
I was IN the hospital. Once again, I
left proxy votes with Uza Sewell.
All these facts and more were
omitted by Tobias during his Greek
presentation along with the public
apology Larry Hannah made to me
during another senate meeting.
When I made my presentation to
the Greeks, Tobias asked me a
couple of questions, but failed to
ask me about the impeachment at-

Neither are they supposed to
take part in endorsement meetings,
either as a member of the endorsing organization or as a biased ad·
viser concerning the character of
candidates other than his own
choice of candidates, particularly
when the information offered by
Tobias was blatant misrepresentation. Let alone the fact that as
president and an ex-officio member
of the Elections Committee this
whole situation should never have
taken place.

o-yo
100-fo Naturally Delicious
I

I
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(No Pres~rvatives Added)
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Crea•••ier & S•••oother Than lee Crea•••
•

With Less Than Half The Calories

P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia

4Flavors

A Party for U. Students

Approximately half of the current
Senators were elected as members
Paul Baker of the USDA political party. We
have seen what they can do for us
Jim Kunzman in the Senate-poor allocations of
Angelo M. Berela funds, film committee improprieties, lack of responsiveness
Dave Moran to the students they were elected
Willy Mon to serve ...
Peggy Thomas
We feel it is time to elect
R'oger L. Vergara senators who will not be just a rub-

Joe Samora
Alan Wilson
Angelo Barela
Dave Moran

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Sports Ed it or
Tirn Gallagher

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

Vanilla
.
Strawberry
CoJUeByFor
j

Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman
Copy Editor .
Karen Moses

0
Alias

Most important to the whole
situation, however, is the fact that
the ASUNM president is an
automatic ex-officio member of the
Elections Committee. Therefore, it
can be assumed that members of
this committee cannot assist, sponsor, endorse or actively oppose any
candidate.

ber stamp for the president, but
who have the maturity_ and resour·
cefulness to think for themselves.
It's time for senators who will give
Students a Voice in ASUNM.
Please think about it when you vote
on Nov. 17.

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin
Arts& Media
Ke'n Walston

ting one side of an issue when he
finds it advantageous to his own
ends, brought up one side of an impeachment attempt against me
during my first term on senate.

Editor:
As UN M Stljdents who have observed the ASUNM Senate for up
to four years and have been in·
volved in ASUNM, we would like to
make a few observations about the
upcoming elections.

Damon, you seem to underestimate the intelligence of the
voter; age and sex aren't the issues.
It's a student government that's
afraid to take a stand, one that's intimidated by both controversies
and a wishy-washy president.
These are the issues.

oze

Mud' at Greek Meeting

100~o
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Le•••on
Boysenberry

Free Sa
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Natural Fro-yo Available Only At

The Posh Bagel- Across FroiD Yale Park
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Student Inventions Vie
In Engineering Contest
Freshman engineers will pit their
innovations against each other
when the annual UNM Freshman
Engineering Design Contest is held
on Dec. 2 and 3, said Prof. Ed Red,
contest coordinator.
In past years, engineering designs
of UNM freshmen have attracted

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses
at reasonable cost
Casey Optical
. . co •
(NsJtt daor to CasBy Rsxol Drug)

· Lomas at Wa1hlngton 255-6329

COPIES

the attention of several industries.
One of the goals of the competition
is to prove the design's
marketability.

AW freshman engineering
students at UNM participate in the
contest. The students form.
"companies" with as many as six
members in each "company." They
then design and build a working
model of their Invention.
A panel of five area engineers
who serve as judges for the contest
then choose the 15 best designs to
compete in u semi-final round of
competition on Dec. 2.
The final round of competition is
scheduled for Dec. 3, between 2:30
p.m. and 4 p.m., in Woodward
Hall on the UNM Campus. At that
time, students will make oral
presentations on their designs and a
winner will be selected from seven
~inalists.

... Grouo
Protests Actions
•
Continuc:d from page 1)

He said Phillip Nelson, who has a
Ph.D. ir1 Sociology, will be added
w the faculty. Lopez has an M.A.
David said the new curricula
would include expanded offerengs
in Spanish-American related
courses.

-

Sam Girgus, chairman of the
American studies department, said
that American Studies 241 will be
offered in the spring semester, but
that he didn't know who would
teach it.
President Davis, responding to
literature distributed on campus
which said that he was involved in
decisions regarding Lopez' employment, said Friday, "Mr. Lopez
is a 'part time instructor for the
department of sociology and his
employment is a departmental
affair.- The sociology department
would have no reason to inform
this office relative to Lopez'
continued employment, and it has
not done so.
"Only under the most rare and
unusual circumstances would the
president's o'ffice be involved in a
departmental employment decision.
In this case, it has not been."

•
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The literature was distributed by
MEChA, an organization of
Chicano students that is influential

HOFBRAU LOUNGE

Ride The

Monday nite football special

PITCHER BEER
$1.25
from kickoff to final gun

FREE POPCORN

Monday, Nov. 15- Friday, Nov. 19

The Art of Raymond Jonson, Painter by

Joel Jones, assistant to the
provost,
met Friday with
representatives from Chicano
Studies and said that although
Lopez' future as a teacher at UNM
looked doubtful, the dismissal of
Lopez should not be interpreted as
an attack on Chicano Studies.
Jones said the existence of Chicano
Studies and the other ethnic centers
was vital to UNM.
Jones said Lopez' academic

Ed Garman ....Brilliantly organized to present an extraordinary evocation of Jonson's life, his philosophy, and his work. A
rare and reverent book about a rare and
reverent artist."- Elaine de Kooning. Over
70 illustrations. Reg. $15
Nordfeldt the Painter by Van Deren
Coke. An account of the painter's
chronological development, a critical study·
of his work, and an examination of his
place in American art. 87 illustrations, 17 in
color. Reg. $12
Sale price for the art duo $15

r£lnTSTANEHNG !iPEl:!H\LlS
Education and the American Indian:
The Road to Self-Determination,
1928-1973 by Margaret Szasz. "Szasz has

written a well researched and informative
book about American Indian education. It
should become a standard work." -Journal
of Ethnic Studies. 272 pages, illustrated.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $6
The Great Taos Bank Robbery, And
Other Indian Couhtry Affairs by Tony

Hillerman. "This collection is the essence
of Hillerman. which is always instructive
fun." -Alice Bullock.
Reg. $5.95
Sale Price $3
Indian Silver: Navajo. and Pueblo
Jewelers by Margery Bedinger. "Miss

Bedinger has undoubtedly written a book
that will become the definitive, singlevolume reference for the history of jewerly
and metal working of the Indians of the
American southwest."-Gems and Minerals.

(Continued from page 1)

front the person at his seat, it just
causes more problems. The person
tends to be more defiant with his
friends and peers around, and
many times onlookers will heckle
the police, he said.
It is impossible to search every
person for alcohol as they enter the
stadium, Roybal said, but if it is
obvious they are carrying some,
they are not allowed to enter with
the liquor.

Many fans have developed
various ingenious methods of
getting alcohol into the games.
Some stuff small shot bottles or
ev.en cans of beer in their coat
pockets. Others just put it in a
thermos or some other inconspicuous container. And still
others go to more elaborate
techniques, such as putting a bottle
of liquor in a leather container that
looks like a book or even a radio
complete with dials on it.
"We walk around the stadium
and keep an eye out for people
drinking alcohol, but our main

Reg. $15 cloth
Sale Price $9
Mirror Image: The Influence of the
Daguerreotype on American Society by

Richard Rudisill. "Jam-packed with
specific references to daguerreian usage
and attitudes of mid-19th Century America,
Mirror Image appreciably expands our
understanding of what daguerreotype
meant to the first people whose lives it
touched. "-Photographic Antiques &
Literature. 276 pages of text, 202 illustrations.
Sale Price $10
Reg. $30

\

-I.e

to 5:00p.m.

wESTERN INTEREST

f9J;tEAT IJARG-ANS

D. H. Lawrence in Taos by Joseph

The Columbus Dynasty in the Caribbean, 1492-1526 by Troy S. Floyd.

"Floyd's work is a well-written and illuminating account of the establishment of
Spanish civilization in the Caribbean."
Choice. 294 pages, extensive bibliograpy.
Reg. $12
Sale Price $6

General Pope and U.S. Indian Policy by

Fernando Cortes and the Marquesado
in More/as, 1522-1547 by G. Micheal

Richard N.. Ellis. "Few military men had
greater responsibilities for Indian affairs in
the crucial post-Civil War years than did
(General Pope). Yet more spectacular
subordinates won fame and remembrance.
. . . Now, fortunately, Professor Ellis has
thoroughly investigated his work." Montana Western History. 287 pages.
Reg, $10
'
Sale Price $2

Riley.
"Riley has produced a detailed case study
that both increases knowledge about Cortes and, more importantly, provides
valuable detail into the management and
adaptation of early colonial estate to
changing demographic and economic conditions." -Choice. 168 pages.
Reg.$10
Sale Price $5

The Great Salt Lake by Dale L. Morgan.
Morgan's "garb of impersonality, no less
than his historical thoroughness and his
lively writing, make this a book for the
ages.'' Ray Allen Billington. 464 pages.
Reg. $12 cloth
Sale Price $6

The Harrowing of Hell: Dachau by Marcus J. Smith. The story of how a handful of
inexperienced young officers managed to
maintain life and stability in (after its liberation from the Nazis) the camp/is freshly
worthwhile, even 28 years later, and Dr.
Smith has a natural talent for telling it."

The Old Ones of New Mexico by Robert
Coles. Photographs by Alex Harris. "The
book provides a powerful reminder of what
is lost by the neglect of our white American
culture where old age is perc_eived as a
threat and old people disposed of as unproductive waste." The New Republic. ·
Reg, $7.95
Sale Price $5

St. Louis Post- Dispatch.
Reg. $6.95
·

The Religious Architecture of New
Mexico: In the Colonial Period and
Since the American Occupation by

Sale Price $3

In Search of the Maya: The First Archaeologists by Robert L. Brunhouse. "A

well-researched narrative, concerned mainly with the personalities of eight pioneering
explorers of the Mayan ruins in Yucatan
and Honduras," -Science News.
Reg. $7.95
Sale Price $4.
Liberals, Reformers, and Caciques in
Restoration Spain, 1875-1909 by Robert

George Kubler. "This revival of Professor
Kubler's book is of the first importance on
several counts .... its treatment of its sub·
ject ... its beautiful inferences ... its textual and gtaphic excellences." -Paul
Horgan. 259 pages 75 photographs.
Reg. $15
Sale Price $7.50

Kern. Spain's transformation into a
semimodern nation was accomplished in
part by the leadership of the caciques, rural
political bosses of enormous power.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $4

The World of the Burglar: Five Criminal
Lives edited by Pedro R. David. "Not a dry

A Plain an Easy Introduction to the
Harpsichord by Ruth Nurmi. "Really a

chart of statistics but a scarily alive narration by. representative youthful exconvicts
as to how they and hundreds of their
underworld kin operate, and why." -New
Mexico Magazine.
Reg. $10 cloth

Sale Price $5

The Office of International
Programs and Services at UNM is
accepting applications from
students in certain fields to work as
'trainees in a foreign country.

UNM, and that he doubted that the
question of academic qualifications
was the reason for Lopez'
dismissal.
The Chicano Studies Policy
Committee also set up a Legal
Research Committee, headed by
third-year law student Francisco

The International Association
for the Exchange of Students for
Technical Experience arranges for·
students majoring in any of the
sciences, engineering, mathematics,
architecture or agriculture to work
in one of 46 countries participating
in the program.

Melendez, to investigate Lopez'
possible legal recourse against his
dismissal.

A few students will be required to
have knowledge of the language of
the country, but most will qualify
with only a knowledge of English.

... Spirit. Lingers On

Room 220 Journalism Bldg.

Foster. "One of the pleasant surprises of
the season, an invaluable memoir illustrated with some rare photos."
-Publishers Weekly. 344 pages, bibliography.
Reg. $8.95
Sale Price $4

qualifications were comparable to
other part-time instructors at

in Chicano Studies.-

IN.W.Com.,YaloatCont"ll
•
8:00a.m.
We will be open through the noon hour during the sale. All books listed arc new, perfect copies. We also have a wide assortment of othertitles,
some slightly shopworn, at sale prices while stocks last. All paperbacks $2.00, $1.00, or less. Cash Only No Phone Orders.

To be sold together

•

Campus Office Accepts
Foreign-Job Applications

w.

great book-lull of practical information
but also getting into details of technique .. ,
(Covers) a wide spectrum of topics that
formerly required reference to several
books," -Choice. 246 pages.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $5

purpose is just to make our
presence felt,'' Roybal said.
"Therefore, they at least keep it
discreet.''
Roybal said during the IS years
he has been on the police force at
UNM drinking has never gotten out
of hand and caused any great
problems at the football games.
"Inaction seems to be a better
policy than action," he said. "If we
started coming down hard on every
person that was drinking at the
games, then we'd probably have
some problems.''
When asked if the drinking at the
games causes any problems for the
maintenance and cleanup personnel
at the stadium, Roybal said, "Oh
no, it just adds a little more trash.
But they've gotten so use to
cleaning it up, it's no problem at
all."

;====-=r====ct
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Race, Marriage, and the Law by Robert
J. Sickels. A history of the legal status of
interracial marriage in America, this book is
built around the case of Loving v. Virginia,
in which the Supreme Court ruled that laws
against interracial marriage violate the
Fourteenth Amendment ot the Constitu
tion. 177 pages.
Reg. 6.95
Sale pri'ce $3
Roosevelt and Batista: Good Neighbor
Diplomacy in Cuba, 1933-1945by Irwin F.

Gellman. "An excellent case study of how
the United States was able to maintain and
strengthen its political and economic control over Cuba while seeming to relinquish
it." -Hispanic American Historical Review.
311 pages.
·
Reg. $12
Sale Price $5

Placements are for eight to 12

President's House May Receive
Estimated $70,000 Facelift
By Rebekah Szymanski
Renovations on UNM President
William Davis' residence on
campus are being considered which
will cost the University nearly
$70,000 if the work is done by an
off-campus construction company
as planned.
Total renovations covered by the
money include: remodeling the
garage into a family room, construction of a walled outdoor
terrace and w.ork done on the
outdoor portal, plumbing, heating
and cabinets.
UNM has received bids from two
companies, both of Albuquerque.
They were Weaver Construction
Company, which bid $69,917 and
John R. Lavis General Construction, which bid $75,565.
Van
Darn
Hooker,
the
University architect, said the job
has not been awarded to a bidder
and it has not been decided if the
renovations will be done.
"It still needs to be approved by
the Regents and it might be too
much," Hooker said. "Not too
much as far as money goes, but
because of the amount of
remodeling that needs to be done."
On Sept. 27, 1975 the Regents
approved a request by John
Perovich, vice president for

business and finance, that the
following renovations be done on
the president's home: work on the
plumbing and mechanical systems,
conversion of the garage into a
study and the addition of a garage
and walled patio.
Perovich said the work would be
done by the UNM Physical Plant
crew.
Hooker <aid that because of the
amount of remodeling that needed
to be done, the Physical Plant had
asked that these renovations be
given to an off-campus con•
struction firm. "It was more than
what the Plant could do," Hooker
said.
Money to pay for the· remodeling
would come from the University
Plant Fund. The Plant fund covers
major and minor capital outlay
projects and money for library
books.
Ted Guambana, a UNM fiscal
analyst, said that UNM budgeted

approximately $21 million in Plant
funds for the fiscal year 1976 to
1977.
These funds come from the
money UNM earns from leasing
University-owned land, the sale of
revenue bonds, from state appropriated funds and bond issues,
and from the interest earned off thf
balance of the money in the fund.
Minor .renovations were done on
the president's house last year by
the UNM Physical Plant crew.
Floyd Williams, director of the
Plant, said the total cost for th<.
work was never totaled. He said a
number of renovations were made
including the rcplastering of the
ceiling in a den, redoing a
bathroom, installing new carpeting,
painting the en tire house and
rebuilding bookshelves.
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weeks during the summer, although ~·
some are available for longer o
perio~s oftime.
t:l

~

Participants earn a maintenance
1:""
allowance, but mo~t pay for other 0
expenses, including transportation. 0"
0
Deadline for receipt of applications
in the OIPS at 1717 Roma NE is ~
Dec. 15.
"'

s
0"

..,"'

Wayne- A..

Riddle

wJII

discuss

Respiratory

Metabolism of the Scorpion Mon., Nov. 15 al 3:30
p.m. in Rm, 139 or the Biology Bldg.
Absentee ballots are available ror senate elections
now until Tues., Nov. l6in Rm. 242, SUD,

REALLY ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo-ped
(motorized bicycle)

... for more fun with great mileage
(up to 160 mpg) out of life!

JOE HEASTON MOTOR

Vespa Scooter

... for low-cost transportation
(up to 100 mpg) and fun tool
1410 Seconu NW
CO.
Phone 247-2404

AS.UNM/PE·e~-~
.
.
.

pr~ser)ts

Stonework ofthe Maya by Edward Ran-

ney. "Ranney's 76 black-and-white plates
offer a brief bvt successful visual introduction to Maya architecture and sculpture ...
Students and travelers alike should find the
photos useful and enjoyable" -Library Journal. 119 pages.
Reg. $9.85
Sale Price $5
Sword anlf Pen: A Survey of the
Writings of Sir Winston Churchill by

Manfred Weidhorn. "By studying the
large body of literature Churchill produced, Weidhorn has done a fine job of
tracing the workings of Churchill's
mind during a long career in which he
was never far from the center of the
world stage." ·Library Journal. 277
pages.
Reg. $9.50
Sale Price $5
The Writer on His Own by David
Greenhood. "The author invites readers to
ponder many of his ideas and notes
throughout the book. I've done this on
countless occasions and found the pondering helpful and inspiring."- Writer's Digest.
Reg. $7 cloth
Sale Price $3.50

EINE Baull-A~ SlrEeJ-All!i
After the Storm: Landmarks of the
. Modern Mexican Novel
Cuban Revolution: A ResearchStudy Guide, 1959-1969
Frontier Army Sketches
The Life and Death of John Henry
Tunstall
The Mexican Inquisition of the
Six teenth Century
Politics and Society in Mexico

The

'.

.,

Niffy Griffy
Dirt Band
with the

Billy Speers Band

November 15

Popejoy Hall

Tickets Available At:

8 p.m.

General Store (Both Locations) • Candyman in Santa Fe
SUB Box Office for Student Discounts

--- - - - - - - , c - -

ffiusi-Sutvey Entets
Its Second Week

musi-Surve!J undergoes Its second week and the
results are pouring ln. The survey has Its limits,
although not as stringent as a choice between Ford
and Carter or yes o.nd no.
You pick five of your favorite musical a"cts that
hav<;> performed in your lifetime. It can be a singer, a
plano pla!Jer, rock 'n roll band, etc. Anything will appi!J as long as !JOU don't delve out of your time limit.

If Beethoven won, we wouldn't be able to send him

•

the results.

Faculty and staff can also participate In the survey. Look for a box in the SUB soon.

Islander's Tour Sings """'
z
"'
Songs of the Struggle a::;;
&)

Nucleat Plant Scates
Uneducated Readet

Along with your five choices, put your name on o.
slip of paper o.nd drop it in the box in Rm. 138 of
.Tio.rron Hall. You can also mail it to musi-Survey Box
20, UNm or phone !JOUr selections in on Wednesday
and Friday between 10:30 and 11:30 a.m. at 2776259 and ask for George.

1.0

We Almost Lost Detroit/by John G. Fuller/Nonfiction Ba//antine/$1.95
;;

John G. Fuller is one of those unfortunate hysterical writers who see any
advancement in science as an attack on virginal-pure Memphis
womanhood.

'

\

..

We Almost Lost Detroit is, despite its researched pretentious, wrong in
every conclusion it draws from the uneducated reader. I mean, who cares
that we almost lost Detroit?
The fact is, we didn't, and Fuller concludes we should be frightened
away from this new, beautifully gold form of energy.
And ir\ the end, who really cares about Detroit? What's 2 million
people, anyway, when compared to the energy of the FUTURE.
Who cares if the Atomic Energy Commission declared the design of the
Enrico Fermi Nuclear Reactor the most unsafe type of nuclear reactor.
Who cares if the radioactive alarms rang for hours while officials tried
to figure out how to evacuate the surrounding counties around Detroit and
the city itself without adequate roadways for the silly automobiles. (We'll
have the damn things running nuke in no time).
·

Arts

&
media.

·Twin mini~Views
If I were Brittania, I'd Waive the
Rules! Budgie/A&M SP-4593
What is Budgie? It seems that it's
the British term for parrot. Well,
this parrot likes to boogie. The
three men do a bass~dominated
boogie-rock in the style set by
Status Quo and sounds at times like
a light version of Savoy Brown and
son (Foghat). The music is
somewhat shallow as a full sound is
lacking. Suggested cuts: "Anne
Neggen," "You're Opening
Doors,"
"Quacktors
and

\I

M··/·4<

'\
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Bureaucats," "Sky High Percentage" and "Heaven Knows Our
Name." Rate the album C.

"Men From Earth"/Ozark
Mountain Daredevils! A&M SP4601
You may remember this group
for their two hot singles "If You
Want To Get To Heaven" and
"Jackie Blue." Erase that from
your mind as you listen to this
tasty, variety-packed package. The
music is beautiful and clean. The

Hot Tunal Hoppkorv/ BFL-1920
Review by Daniel Gibson
This latest record from the name that produced
Acoustic, Burgess and a partial group effort Qua can't
match those previous efforts. But if you like hard rock
'n roll, it's a decent album.
The first song, "Santa Claus Retreat," begins with
the thrump of an electric guitar, followed by hard
drums and a bass. Jorma Kaukonen, guitar player and
lead vocalist, sings, "I found trouble on my door
today/seems like nothing ever goes my way/this time
tomorrow I'll be gone." It ends in a long, fast guitar
and drumming spree.

\
\

"<Watch the North Wind Rise" begins with an
acoustic guitar resembling the music found in Qua.
Here Kaukonen seems to have 20 fingers as each note
is crisply and clearly brought out. The song pauses
after the opening moments, then crashes back with
powerful bass and drums. "Up in the morning, watch
the north wind rise/bringing fire down from the
skies/Babe, we've got a )ong way. to go/so keep on
loving, and make it slow/... loving you never done no
wrong."
The third song, "It's so Easy," has very shallow
lyrics, and a dull beat. A nice guitar riff is this song's
meat, plus a backup female voice repeating "It's so
easy to fall in love, it's ... "
"Bowlegged Woman, Knock Kneed Man" jerks

1\\
~

in "You Know Like I Know" and
"Water mill;" an airy tune backed
with flute in "Mountain Range;"
and a nice pop-country song in
"It's How You Think." All in all
the album will put you in a good
mood. Rate it B plus.

along at first under guitar and drums. It picks up
along the way, but never really does a thing.
The last cut on Side One, "Drivin' Around," has
much more energy than its predecessor. The lyrics
aren't profound, but it is a good dance tune.
"I Wish You Would," the opening song of the
second side, has an in-and-out, or up-and-down,
rhythm. It's a rackety love rocker. "Well come back
baby /I wish you were here/ .... "

"I Can't Be Satisfied" starts calmly, but immediately its pace and volume jump up. "Looking for
my baby, and I can't see a doggone thing." There is a
keyboard, or some related instrument on this number.
The third song, "Talking 'Bout You" sounds much
like the two previous cuts featuring two interplaying
guitars, drums and Jorma's voice.
"Extrication Love Song" again has some intricate
guitar playing, and a lot of solid drumming. It is a
good dance song, but if you've a headache don't touch
it.
Side Two's last song, "Song from the Stainless
Cymbal," is quieter and slower and the prettiest song
of the record. It's a great cross between a ballad and a
rock song. "Loving child, you've got to find another
way/Stop running in the alley now, that ain't no way
to start the day/I hear people talking about the time
you spent living in the clouds/and though I ain't no
fortune teller I hear your future ringing loud.
On Grunt Records, home of the Starship and
others.

"~···------·--------·~···------------......_..;,--~~

Now comes Miller time.

Well-known Puerto Rican
folksinger and composer Andres
Jimenez will perform on Thursday,
Nov. 18, at 7:30 p.m., at the
Newman Center on the UNM
campus (1815 Las Lomas NE).
Also on the program will be two
{ilms on contemporary Puerto Rico
entitled '"Culebra: The Beginning"
and
"The .. Nationalists."
Admission is $1 .50.
Jimenez has achieved wide
popularity for his songs about the
life and struggles of the Puerto
Rican farmworker and urban
laborer. His fans have given him
the affectionate nickname ''El
Jibaro" ("The Indian Farmworker").
This is his first tour of the
wester·n United States. The artist is
presently appearing at the community center and restaurant La
Pena in Berkeley, California.
Jimenez has recently toured the
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe,
Cuba, Mexico and Peru. He has
recorded albums in Cuba, Mexico,

album has a little of the Macon
rock sound in "Breakaway;" a
single that follows the same pattern
as their earlier singles, "Noah;" a
traditional song with an intriguing
lyrical pattern in "The Red Plum;"
two beautiful and melodic ballads

Lntest Hot Tunn Benched

.
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Peru and the USSR.
~()
He appears in Albuquerque 0
under the auspices of the tJ
Albuquerque Chile Solidarity ~
~
Committee, Arte Revolucionario '<
I""
Chicano, and others.
0
0"
0
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YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO I

CALL
293-2000

After Graduation ...
Launch Your Career

Peace Corps

Vista

On
Campus
Wed &Thurs
Interviewing
Seniors/Grads:
Placement Office,
Mesa Vista Hall

Information Table: Student Union

Share The Ride

With Us This
Thanksgiving
And Get On
To A Good Thi~g
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortaiJiy. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, t'oo, over the increased air
fares, Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays .
AnYtime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE

i

I'
I

I

~(------

SKI TOURING
& BACKPACKING
SPECIALISTS

. w

YOU
ARRIVE
11:00P.M.
10:10 P.M.
3:30A.M.
8:05P.M.
8:35P.M.
Ask your agent about additional departure~ and return trips.

ONE ROUND YOU CAN
TO
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE
3:45PM
Amarillo, Tx. $18.65 $35.45
4:15PM
23.24
Raton, N.M. 12.22
4:15PM
54.65
Denver, Colo. 28.75
5:15PM
14.14
Gallup, N.M.
7.44
4:15PM
19.50
Roswell, N.M. 10.24

GREYHOUND AGENT

300 2nd St. SW
Albuquerque, N.M.

i

I'

I
i

Ph.# 243-4435

GO
GREYHOUND
•.• and leave the driving to us
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While J-Jouse

F~llowships open competition

for tme

year work assignments with executive hranctJ officials
·in Washington, D.C. Applicams must be 23~h by
Sept. 1977 and US citizens, Application deadline is
Nov, 15, Collll\ct l:.ynzee at277-44(;7,

0

UTEP Harriers Capture
WAC Title; 'Lobos Fifth

By Peter Madrid
TEMPE - The UNM crosscountry team placed a disapNM-PIRG needs studcnt.s to work on a taxpointing fifth in 51-degree weather_
reform/solar energy nnd conservation project.
Arthui LeAke
Crcdil offered, or non·crediL basis, PIRG Office,
here Saturday at the 15th annual
Penny Singleton ~-ti 107-C Cornell SE, or call 277·2757.
WAC championships over the
Chemistry Dept. is offering trailer courses thiS
And DCAisy
10,000 meter course of Kiwanis
spri~;~g in Chern JOJ, 301 and 303L, Trailer courses
Park.
will not be offered in 102, ;J02 or 304L dt~ring the Fall
of '77, Students wishing to fake 101, 301 or 303l are
Defending WAC champs Texasexpected to_ round out the series dUring the summer of
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
EI
Paso, for the second year in a
'77.
row,
captured the eight-team event.
SUB Theatre
Miner great James Munyala
Gmduatc Student Assoc. Office hours are ·lttoh.7'lhru Thurs. 9:30a.m. 10 3;30 p,m, Vic~-p"tesidcnl'"s
repeated his first-place perhour.~: Tues. and Thurs. 12:30 tc(J:30 p.m. Rm. 248,
formance of a year ago again
SUD.
Saturday. Munyala blazed the
in a time of29:49.
course
Popejoy Hall
"The pace was a bit slow."
Munyala said, "If I was pushed
Audubon Film
harder, I could have run faster."
Lobo freshman Peter Butler ran
a strong race finishing in the 12th
spot behind three UTEP runners.
ofthe
The strong finish by Butler earn~d
him a trip to NCAA's in Denton,
Tex. on Nov. 22.
Butler said, "I knew I was doing
filmed & narrated by Richard Kern
good in the race because I was
breathing good. That is how I can
Tuesday
November 16
7:30p.m.
tell I am running a good race,
Adults $2.00
All Students $1.50
whether or not I am breathing
good. I have got speed, but I am
UNM Fac/Staff $1.50
not too strong. I have got to do
Tickets at door from 6:30p.m.
more mileage to build up my
strength.''
Tel. 277-3121
Senior harrier Lionel Ortega
placed twenty-seventh in Saturday's
meet. Ortega started out great, but
after the two-and-one-half mile
mark, fell back into the crowd.
"The pace didn't seem fast."
Ortega said, "At-the two-mile mark
I got lost. I hit a wall and lost the
pack."
Freshman runners made their

Blondie

TD Passes Spe/121-8 Loss for UNM

BYU Extends Lobo Slide to Five
By Tim Gallagher
Saturday's televised contest between BYU and UNM turned into
a New Mexico nightmare for ABC as the expected offensive
fireworks turned out to be a real dud in the Cougars' 21-8 win.
Since UNM had converted a twoIt was also a nightmare for the
participants in the game. New point option after its touchdown,
Mexico's slim hopes for a winning they needed only another TD and
season went down the tubes as it two points to move ahead in the
lost its sixth game, and despite the contest. It appeared they might get
Cougar win, they were eliminated it as fullback Mike Williams
from the WAC title race after rambled seven yards around left
end to the I 5. On second and three,
Wyoming beat UTEP 14-10.
Once again, UNM did a great job quarterback Noel Mazzone elected
in bringing out the best in its op- to try a pass and was sa9ked by
ponent. Brigham Young made only Mekele Ieremia arid fumbled at the
one turnover in the game and it 23, Ieremia recovering.
The suddenly aroused Cougars
might have cost them dearly had
UNM not given the ball right back then went 67 yards in nine plays to
score the game-icing touchdown.
to them.
Bseides those brief minutes of
After UNM had scored its only
excitement,
there was very little for
touchdown of the contest on the
UNM
fans
to cheer about except
fourth play of the fourth quarter,
the
strong
Lobo
defense and 126·
weak safety Mark Koskovich in·
yard
rushing
performance
turned in
tercepted a Gifford Nielsen pass at
the BYU 33 and returned it to the by Williams.
The crowd was announced at
21.
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mark in Saturday's race. Although
the veteran Kenyans of UTEP
cleaned up, it was a freshman of
UNM, Arizona and Wyoming that
stood out. Butler of UNM, Thorn
Hunt ofU.A. and Geir Kvernmo of
Wyoming all ran spectacular races.
Hunt managed to out-distance
teammate great Terry Cotton and
three Miner harriers for the number
seven spot. Kvernmo trailed Butler
for the number thirteen position.
Two Brigham Young runners
made the top 10 runners. Benton
Hart trailed Munyala by two
seconds with a time of 29:51 for

second place, and Henry Marsh
came in sixth behind Miner runners
Kip Sirma- third, Wilson
Waigwa-fourth,
and
Sam
Maritim-fifth.
Butler's time over the 10,000
meter course was 30:30, and
Ortega's was 31 :55. The remainder
of the Lobo squad finished as
follows:
Rodney Lane, 32:01; Dave
Seguar, 32:11; Manny Bautista,
39th, 33:10; Mark.Romero, 40th,
33:14; and Tom Snowden, 48th,
34:45.

'We Couldn't Take Advantage'

monday-Saturday, 7 - 9

Cosmic Chntlie
UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good.,lace To Make Friends"

By Russ Parsons
take advantage of them."
New Mexico quarterback Noel
The biggest break was when free
Mazzone sat on the bench in front safety Mark Koskovich intercepted
of his locker dissecting the Lobos' a Gifford Nielsen pass at the BYU
fifth straight loss.
33 and then returned it down to the
"Our offense didn't start moving 22. The Lobos trailed 15-8 at that
people out until the second half," time (with about 12 minutes to go in
the sophomore said. "I didn't play the game) and a touchdown and
well at all either. In fact, in the first two-point conversion would give
half I was just shitty. I don't think I them the lead for the first time in
completed a single pass."
the contest.
Mazzone did complete two
UNM's super fullback Mike
passes, a 23-yarder to tight end Williams gained seven yards around
Chris Combs and a beautiful 40. left end and it appeared that the
yarder to wide receiver Preston Lobos were moving the ball,easily.
Dennard at the end of the second With a second and three at the
period. But, completing two passes Cougar 15 Mazzone faded to pass
out of 13 attempts is small comfort. but was blindsided by right tackle
"The defense played great," he Mekele Jeremia, who knocked the
continued. "They gave us a couple ball loose. The 6-3, 230 pound
of chances, but we just couldn't junior from Tarrytown, NY of all

9 Varieties

,..,

,-v-

places, recovered the fumble,
ending UNM's scoring threat.
"I thought my arm was in
motion," Mazzone said. "I guess
that was a pretty key fumble right
there. We probably would have
scored."
The fact that the drive fizzled
didn't do much to dim Koskovich's
pleasure with the interception he
was benched in favor of Tim
Wescott last week in practice.
"That interception was real big
for me," he said. "At the start of
the season I had lots of confidence
in myself. Then the coaches started
doubting me and then I started
doubting myself. That interception
gave me some of my confidence
back."
The brightest spot in the game
for UNM was the pressure applied
by the Lobos' defensive front.
Rushing out of a variety of
defensive sets - usually either a
standard pro 4-3, a college 4-3 or
the regular Oklahoma that the
Lobos are have used all season UNM sacked Nielsen six times, led
by defensive end Bruce Herron's
pair of stops. By a highly unofficial
count, Lobo defensive pressure
either sacked Nielsen, forced him to
throw a bad pass or chased him out
of the pocket I 7 times.
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Nielsen hit flanker Mike Chronister
with his second TD pass of the day
for the score.
Mazzone, who tallied New
Mexico's Qnly score, was injured on
the Jeremia sack and fumble and
was in. for only one more play the
rest of the contest.
C.J. Jones replaced him and
sparked a brief Lobo drive that
brought the ball to the 14 on a pass
to Ricky Martin, who had his best
day of the year catching six passes
for 115 yards.
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HANDSTITCH CO·OP
3rd Anniversary Sale
Nov. 15- 20
BRING THIS COUPON

FOR .20" ·OFF '
• does not tnc:lud~ sale Items
~...

Ia baadRAde dott.l ... &aatt.

2000 C•ntral SE
across from UNM

But another
offsides
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passes and two quarterback sacks t;l
brought the ball all the way back to ~
the BYU 44, and ended UNM's last -<
r'
chance for the d_ay.
.0
c:r
New Mexico's fifth consecutive .o
TV loss dropped it to 2-4 in the
WAC and 3-6 overall,
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247-4498 ...
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Free
VideoTapes
NFL
Football Follies

Part2
s

10 - 3 Daily Nov. 15- 19
SUB Ballroom Lobby
onsored

Student Activities
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Columbian
Mocha java
Mexican
French Roast

Sumatra Mandehling
Guatemalan
New Orleans Blend
KenyaAA
Viennese Roast

Coffee Ground To Your Specifications.
Our Delicious Coffee is Now
Available To Take Home

Plus Special Guest Star

Robert Palmer
Sunday Nov. 21,1976 8:00p.m.
Student Discount Tickets at SUB Box Office

120 Harvard Dr. S.E.

HIPPO IGE GREA

.I
found
. it!

lContinucd from Page 10)

"We worked on the pass rush a
lot," said UNM all-America
defensive end Robin Cole.
"They're a throwing offense so we
worked on rushing. We really got
after it a little bit."
"We only blitzed four or five
times, that's all," said UNM
linebacker Dave Thompson.
Thompson was in on 15 tackles
(four of them unassisted) and
sacked Nielsen once.
"They did the same thing that
they did all year," he continued.
"It was just big plays. They go for
those damn big plays."
Another outstanding defensive
player was cornerback Smokey
Turman. Until this game Turman
had been used strictly as a tailback,
but the coaching staff switched him
to defensive back in hopes of
bolstering the secondary hurt by the
loss of Frankie Theragood and
invariably by the other team's
quarterback.
"I kind of enjoyed it," the quiet
Turman said after the game. ''I was
just a little inexperienced I guess.
Yeah, I'd like to play there from
now on.''
Smoke was in on nine tackles,
five of them solo and was credited

. :'

CALL
293-2000

I
found

with pass deflection.
Fullback Williams once again
had a super game. He carried 25
times for 126 yards including a 25yarder in which he simply crushed a
couple of would-be tacklers.
"No, I'm not really pleased with
the way I played," he said. "I
should have run the ball more.
Overall I guess I had a good effort,
but that's not the kind of effort I
try to make. I try to play my best
· every game."
"That's the way it's been going
this year,'' said a philosophic coach
Bill Mondt. "I just couldn't see this
game turning out the way it did.
We've been flip-flopping all year
long. The offense plays great one
week and the defense doesn't play
so well. Then the next week the
defense is great but the offense
plays poorly. That's probably
because we're a little careless. We
think we can get by with it because
we played so well last' week."

Stats Even
Brigham Young

6 6 3 6-21

New Mexico

0 0 0 8- 8

DYU-Christensen 22 pass from Nielsen (Kick

Jailed)
BYU-Chronister 6 pass from Nielsen (Pass failed)
• BYU-Taylor 18FG
UNM-Mazzone 3 run (Martin pass from Maz-

!
!

f

Reg.$5.00

BYU-YanDcrWouden 11 pass from Neilsen (Kick

Now J3.99

failed)

f'lrst Downs
Yards Rushing

PassinR
Yards Passing

Total Offense

BYU

UNM

14

17

S6
35-17-1
288
344

Punts~Average

8-31.1

Penalties-Yards
Fumbles~ Lost

3-15
2.{)

Smok1ng Stones

141

31-1()..3
185
326
9-34.7

13-102
4·3

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING: BYU; Blanc 15-46, Christensen 7-30,
Nielsen 13-50. UNM; Williams 25-126, Mazzone 1635, K. Thompson4-7.
RECEIVING: BYU; Chronister 5-105-one TD,
Christensen 6-100-one TO, VanDerWoudcn 2-23--one
TD. UNM; Martin 6-115, Dennard 3-47, Combs 1-23. •
PASSING: BYO; Nielsen 35-17-1, 288 yards, 3
TDs. UNM; Mazzone 22-7-2, 142 yards, Jones 9-3-1,

Reg. $1.50

Now J, 99

Gold Street Circus
243-1988

1820 Ce.ntrQI SE

43 yards.

I
e •

Monday Night Football
Pitchers-Buy 2 get 1 Free
Six Foot T.V. Screen ·
Also Serving Great Lunches
11:00 a.m. to ~O_:p.

.,,

Check out your
Games Area
Downstnirs SUB

New:

Table Tennis Tables
Pin Ball Area

Games? The lotest!
Tank • Indy 800 • Foosball
Air Hockey • Pin Ball

YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO f

CALL
293-2000

mary gins
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SALE

... Lobos Analyze

(Continued on Page 11)
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18,038, but there were far fewer in
attendance as the figure indicates
the number of tickets sold.
The score could have been much
more lopsided, but BYU place
kicker Dave Taylor missed two
extra points and field goals of 42,
29, 45 and 39 yards. Taylor said the
cold didn't bother him, so it must
have been the altitude because he
couldn't kick the ball into the ocean
if he was standing on the end of the
pier.
The Lobo defense did a
tremendous job defending Nielsen
and the highly-touted Cougar corp
of receivers, but Nielsen got his
licks in, too. When the Lobo
linemen weren't sacking Nielsen or
deflecting his passes, he was
completing them.
BYU's first score came on a third
and goal from the 22 when Nielsen
laid in a perfect pass to fullback
Todd Christensen who was wellcovered by cornerback Smokey
Turman.
Lobo coach Bill Mondt said
Turman, converted from tailback
earlier in the week, and the rest of
the fledgling Lobo secondary "did
a really fine job considering how
many times BYU had the ball."
The Lobo offense was hurt in the
first half by some dropped passes
and a proficiency at jumping offsides on both offense and defense.
The Lobos got past mid-field only
once in the first half.
BYU took a 12-0 halftime lead
after intercepting a Mazzone p"ass
with 1:54 to play in the half. Again,
Nielsen completed a long pass on
third down to the UNM 6-yard line.

~

~-

Lobos Analyze 5th Strai'ght Loss
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All Billiard Tables Re-covered
ffion.-Frl. 8 CAm-9 pm

4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE

I

I
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--------

Sat. 10 CAm-9 pm

•

FOUND: Men's watch in Physics lecture hall, end of
UDTB, Saturday, November 6. Owner may claim at
the Testing Division, rm. 2, 11/19
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

3.

Ralcs: 15 cents per word per day, one dolla~
minimum, Advcrllsements run live or more con,
secutlve days with no changes, nine cents pc~
word per day (no refunds If cancelled before llv~
Insertions). Classilled advertisements must b~
.paid In advance.

:3>'

Marron Hall Room 131 or by mali lo: Classified.
Advertising, UNM Box 20, Albuquerque, N.M.
87131
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TYPING, M.A. English, Selectric, on campus.
296-8564. 11/22
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, liB San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli •
fiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 100/p discount for students with !D's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale, 11/18
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now, Call Pro·
fessional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn

~Q ~a------------------------------l
·~

(!)

~

z~

TRA~BLLER IS AT Ned's El Portal. 4;!00 Central
Avenue SE. 11/15
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
ANNOUNCING! KLYT-Contemporary Christian
music 24 hours a day-88.3 FM. 11/16
WANTED! MAN iNTEP.ESTBD in becoming a
Scout leader for work with growing local troop.
Personal Reward and Satisfaction guaranteed. Must
be willing to take training. Call Doug 268-4863 or
Joe26B-0489. 11/16
COME SEE SHREW. Find out why I'm laughing
at Dumas' "review (7)." 11/16
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY Gina, Love ya,
Terry. 11/15
CHRISTIANS! University Christians felh:iwship
dinner at SUB Ballroom on Dec. 2 at 6:00 p.m.
Tickets $1.00 at SUB. 11/19
VOTE FOR SENATE on Nov. 17. Remember
U.S.D.A.I 11/16
PART-TIME COCKTAIL WAITRESS needed at
Uncle Nasty's. Apply in person, 4418 Central
N.E, 11/19
I FOUND IT. You can, too, Call293·2000, 12/3
PART-TIME COCKTAIL WAITRESS needed at
Uncle Nasty's, Apply in person, 4418 Central
N.E. 11/19
I FOUND IT. You can, too. Call293-2000. 12/3
TO JOYCE from her Bob. Happy Birthday, I love
you, and thanks for two fantastic years
together, 11/15

2. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: KEYS in Geography on Wed. evening.
Describe&claim, Rm.131, Marron Hall. tfn
FOUND: KEYS in Mit. Hall w/(broken) mirror.
ldentify&claim, Marron Hall, Rm.l31. tfn
FOUND: Roll of Microfilm 11/B. Call 266-9275.
Wl6
FOUND: ART BOOK at Cornell Post Office, Call
and describe, 299-9245. 1J/15
LOST: BLOND NOTEBOOK w/pastel flowers,
Psychology 101. Lost possibly at the Frontier.
Contactmeat242-BI70. 11/19

SERVICES

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town/ Fast, ple~sing, ncar UNM. Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE, tfn
TYPING: 50 cents/page, Perlinda x3930. 11/19
LEGAL SERVICES, UNM Law School Clinical
Program offers legal services for students and staff.
Furnished by qualified law students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose assets
and income do not exceed established guidelines.
$1.00 registration fee. Call 277-2913 or 277-3604 for
information and appointments. Sponsored by
Associated StudentsofUNM. 11/15
NATIONAL
CHICANO
HEALTH
ORGANIZATION has spring of '77 scholarships for
Health Science students. More information call 2774731. Deadline Nov. 26, 1976.
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. 11/15
'

4.

FORSALE

PEUGEOT: Yellow, mint condition. Two months
old. Presently sells for $160. Sacrifice $107. 2420761 Jim. 11117
3-SPEED. disassembled, $13, 277-3256 Steve/Cathe
11/15
C.B. NEW PACE 2300 and antenna cost. $250.00
Will sell $145.00 292-0072 11/17
1969 BMW 2002, High mileage but good condition.
Runs super w/e~tras. Make offer, 268·4050. 11/15
SALE: 3-PIECE DENIM suits. Were $90, now
S3B.50 at California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central
SE, across from campus, Open 10-6, II/IS
STEREO DEPARTMENT CLOSING out all 1977
new stereo equipment. Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood
receivers, 8-tracks, reel to reels, 40 to 50 0/o off, While
they last, 255-7534. 11/IS
DULCIMER, SPRUCE AND Mahogany. Beautiful,
excellent condition. Call266-1764. 11/15
DUE TO DIVORCE. Brand new 1977 Kirby. Assume
payments of $7.47 a month. New warranty, 2551535. II/IS
65 OLDS F-8S, V-6, AT & AC, rebuilt engine, $800.
298-2298. 11/15
COLOR TV. COLOR and tint controls. Assume payments of $7 a month. 10-year warranty, 255-7534.
11/IS

LANOE SIS BINDINGS. Bought at Ski Swap, Ski
boots, size 10!/z. 344-1320 after6 p.m., !lSk for Tom.

ll/15
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed, Equipped to zig-zag, buttonhole, Pay $19
and take machine. 255-7535. 11115
!974 PLYMOUTH, FULLY !!Quipped $2,300; 1974
Ford Pinto fully equipped, $2,000; 1974 VW SuperBeetle with air, ,$2,300; VW 4-speed w/alr 1974
$2,200, Coronado Credit Union. Call 277-2431,
Velasquez. 11/15
NORDICA SKIBOOTS, 10, used on~e. $25. 5438736. tfn
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's,
843-9378. tfn
BUY I GET I FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7·9,
Uncle Nusty's. 12/3
1974 DODGE CHAROER-P.B., P,S., A.T., A.C,
Excellent condition. 292-1218, tfn
FREE TO GOOD HOME, 5 weeks old part great
dane puppies. call821-4977. 11/16
'7t DODGE PICKUP 20,000 mi. on engine& trpns,
Camper·shell new tires, extras $1700 255-3272,
11116
IO·SPEED BICYCLE riot sale! $93100/ea,
European, lightweight, lugged. Warranlied for life.
All sizes available. Contact W.J. Hart 8833879. ! 1/19
HASSELBLAD 80mm strobe meter. Sell, trade,
clean, low mileage, compact, Cabral 842·
2371. 11/16

5.

FORRENT

7.

TRAVEL

RIDES! R!DESI RIDES! Call Rideline ... 265·9860.
(303) 449-6670 at Intercontinental Travel Centre.,
11/30

TELLURIDE SKI TRIP, January 9·16, $130, Includes transportation, lifts & lodging, For informa·
tion call 842·8569. $50 deposit due immediately.
UNM Ski Club. 11/26

"GOfiHE' IDEA
ON OURCRUISE

-ro EN6L..AtJD.1 ~

KUOMMATE: NICE 2-Ddr, House. Quiet neighborhood. $100/mo,nth. Serious student only. 2968306 Syl. 11/17
'

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED LAW STUDENT to work on patents.
296-7398.

11/16

LOOKING FOR AMBITIOUS, personable Individual to manage Campus photographic business.
Offers opportunity to use and develop full range of
management and marketing skills, Excellent profit
pqtentlal. For more information, call collect, personto-person for Bob Olmstead (405) 364-1777 or write
Photography Shoppe, Box 637, Norman, Oklahoma
73070 before November 15, 1916 11/17
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields,
$500-$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
information. Write: International Job Center,
Department NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
11/15
I FOUND IT. You can, too. Call293-2000, 1213
PART TIME WORK-Albuquerque's Marine
Reserve Unit is one of five in the country that
provides challenges such as Scuba, Parachuting,
Wilderness experiences, etc. We strongly support
attainment of your degree and provide assistance
toward it. Call 766·2479/3520; or 800-4232600. 11/19

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS

...

45 Courted
48 Serious
situation
51 Hithard~
52 VIP's
servants
54 Penetrated
58 To----:
Exactly
59 Deeply
absorbed
61 Raise the
spirits of
62 Evergreens
63 This: Sp.
64 Several
Roman
VIPs
65 Lab. routine
66 Preeminent
671mbibed

1 Change
position
6 Female
student
10 Knocks
14 Spanish
priest
15 All: Prefix
16 Alaska's
governor
17 Strange
18 Finds fault
constantly
19 Comedian
Bill---20 Moves back
22 ExhibiHng
24 Bangs in
26 Holds a
belief
27 Having
DOWN
eternal
fame
1 Boom
30 Thailand
2 Not infirm
river
3 Pertaining
31 Thailand's
to ids
old name
4 Liberty
32 French
5 Painful
pastries
6 Unvariables
37 Hymenopterous 7 Tumor:
insect
Suffix
38 Alphabet
8 Georgia
components
Tech.
40 Pedal digit
grads:
41 Practiced
91gnominy
43 Cattle:
10 Dinner
archaic
beverage:2
44 --- glai1ce
words

Friday's Puzzle Solved:

CE P A
0 VAL

R I GA

11 In return
12 Finish on
velvet
13 Unforeseet
obstacle's
2 1 Adjective
suffix
23 Girasols
25 Roofers
27 Munich's
river
28 Explosive
device
29 School
subject:
Informal
33 Hiker's
measuring
device
34 Of the ear
35 Not any
36Sow

38 Latium
dialect
39 Deletions
42 Least
difficult
43 Genuflector
46 Part of an
hr.
47 Guard
48 Guile
49 Bind up
again
50 Roman
thoroughfares
53 Bridge seat
55 ----avis:
Rare bird
56 Cambridge
affiliate
57 Pulpit
60 Spanish
coin: Abbr.

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Has Moved
(just down the hall)

To
Marron Hall
Room-105
Open 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline for
the next day's paper is 3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising is not taken by telephone. Please
bring your ads to Marron Hall Room 105, or
mail them to: Classified Advertising, UNM Box20
University of N.M., Alb., N.M. 87131

